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DON’T BE INTIMIDATED BY

THOSE PRICES

Like the vast majority of ordinary

racehorse owners I can only watch in awe

at the prices paid at the Tattersalls Book 1

sales. My astonishment is replaced by mild

amusement as the usual trite comments are

rolled out to justify such extravagance:

‘from a good family’, ‘exceptional

individual’, ‘very racy’, ‘ticked all the

boxes’, ‘a lovely athletic mover’ and so on.

If only this was true.

One of the interesting aspects of the

commentary on the Book 1 sales is that

there seems no appetite to review the

judgement behind these lavish purchases

after the horses in question have actually

raced. So let me help. Let’s consider the

2018 Book 1 sale as those horses have

mostly completed their four-year-old

careers (assuming they’re still in training).

The top 10 horses cost £17.4 million.

They won a combined £1.963m which

equates to a return of 11.2%, but 82% of

this return was provided by one horse,

Mogul. Take this fine horse out of the

equation and the other nine cost £14m and

won a combined £335k. A staggeringly

disappointing return of 2.4%.

Just one of those years? Apparently not.

In 2017 the top 10 lots cost a mind-

boggling £21.5m and won just £196k in

prize-money. A stunningly poor return of

0.91%. 

Whichever way you look at it that’s a

pretty abject purchasing performance. So

my message to ordinary owners is don’t

feel in the least bit intimidated by the

nonsensical sums paid for the top lots at

Book 1  --  they’re almost certainly wasting

their money.

Ged Shields
Silkstone, South Yorks

MAKING SENSE OF THE

SALES

Mark Johnston is not the only one left

scratching his head (see his Straight

Talking column in October’s Klarion) and

wondering as to the why and wherefore of

the vastly inflated prices experienced at

this year’s yearling sales. 

Even Tattersalls themselves are

completely overcome by the 40% increase

in turnover. So much so that the historic

gavel belonging to chairman and chief

auctioneer, Edmond Mahony, broke in two

under the pressure of knocking down so

many lots of more than one million

guineas. 

Questions are also being asked in

Ireland, and Ruby Walsh addressed some

of them  recently in the ‘Irish Examiner’. 

He wrote: ‘Given the current world
economic climate I doubt many thought the
market would be so strong, but the micro-
bubble of horse racing defies most logic, as
does the process of how people invest such
large sums of money into unproven assets. 

‘They all have potential, but so does
every good idea. The upward trend in sales
reflects the growth of the sport globally, but
the potential return from the sport must be
able to help balance some of the investment
for those below the powerhouse breeders. 

‘The popularity of racing in Britain and
Ireland is vital to the health of the business
behind the sport, but looking at the value of
the stock, perhaps the industry needs to
help the sport more’. 

With regards to that final sentence, it

seems Johnston Racing owner Markus

Graff definitely agrees. In his ‘Personal

View’ in the September Klarion, he

suggested owners should receive

appearance money for each runner, as they

(the owners) provide the necessary tools

from which the industry makes money.

Mark Johnston suggests that the money

invested in racing bloodstock is a circle

that has always existed ‘to some extent’.

However, at this year’s vastly inflated

prices this circle has been blown apart,

with many of the sales’ participants being

exported to race abroad without supporting

the sport in this country. 

Many in the industry are making vast

amounts of profit in trading bloodstock at

these inflated prices. Some of these profits

should be channelled to making amends to

the now-broken circle and, as Ruby points

out, ‘the potential return from the sport

must be able to help balance some of the

investment for those below the powerhouse

breeders.’

Some of this profit should go towards

Markus’s suggestion of appearance money

to help, in some small way, the popularity

of the sport in the United Kingdom and

Ireland and to help those who are below

the level of the powerhouse vendors,

pinhookers and agents.   

Alasdair Ross
Larbert, Stirlingshire

DAD LOVED HIS RACING

AND THE JOHNSTON YARD

I’m sorry to have to cancel the Kingsley

Klarion for my father, Edward Fraser, of

Swinton, Manchester, who sadly passed

away in September.

He loved reading the Klarion and even

in his last few weeks he was still catching

up with what was happening. He was

giving me book recommendations based

on what was in the Klarion just before he

died.

Over the years he owned several shares

in racehorses that were with Mark

Johnston and I know the days out he had

(including a trip to Royal Ascot) were

some of the happiest of his life. Even after

he no longer had shares in horses he

always followed the progress of the stable

via his subscription to Racing TV. 

He thought the motto of ‘Always

Trying’ was everything horseracing should

be. He always believed Mark Johnston

should be knighted for his services to

racing.

So a big thank-you for the many years of

entertainment you provided for my Dad.

We spent a lot of time in and around

Middleham so it’s a place we’ll be coming

back to regularly.

Rachel Fraser 
Salford

Kingsley Kickback

The Klarion welcomes
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Send to:  klarion@johnston.racing or

Kingsley Klarion, Kingsley Park, Park

Lane, Middleham, DL8 4QZ.

Please include your name, postal

address and a telephone contact

number. 

Letters may be edited.


